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About This Game

Super Blue Boy Planet is an unusual little platform game with some quirky graphics.

You have navigate the levels avoiding obstacles and creepy crawlies. You can jump gaps and also jump on monsters, both
destroying them and getting you further in the same move.

Jumping also lets you activate bridges and other objects, something you need to do in order to progress.

- Gamepad supported and recommended
- Different enemies

- Level Bosses
- Puzzle elements

- Easy to play
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Very weird glitchy psychics just kill the game.. no scoped an invisible player with my med kit faster than jfk

8\/8. very spooky, buy it.. This is an intesting take to the simulated life genre. I'm only a few hours into it and I find it intriguing
but I do find some things frustrating:

Why do I have to travel to a park to run for free? Can't I just do that at home?

Why is the only important social dynamic dating? Can't I meet and hang out with friends?

Why can't I buy a burglary system and stay in a cheaper location?

Why can't I offer the 2nd bedroom in my apartment as a sublease?

Why is my computer only useful for games and can't help me study, check stocks, bank, etc.?

Why is the only thing I can gift a collectible?

I think the game could be a lot better but it's very possible I just don't know it well enough to know better. I don't think I can
recommend this game as it stands. But I was really hoping to.

Update: I have now completed all the achievements for the game and can affirm my original assessment to not recommend this
game. The daily grind can be fun but quickly can be monotonous and worse, it gets progressively easier. There are very little
challenges in the late stages of the game. Once you acheive financial independence, success is inevitable. Another frustration is
that you can simply choose to be anti-social and save yourself from the troubles of marriage and/or kids. You definitely can
choose not to have kids because there is no sex drive in the game. There is also little randomness to the game, the notable
exception is that theft can be a possibility but you can basically only be sick if you are unhealthy. Again, this is pretty easy to
handle provided you don't go after a relationship.

Bottom line, This Grand Life attempts at a life simulator that isn't an overbearing micro-manager but I think the developer
missed the mark with that balance. There is a whole lot of nuance to our life's decisons and this simulator is too broad for my
tastes.

Specific criticisms:
* Dates take too long and are ridiculously costly. I do get that it's stretched out over a week and is more of a representation of
your wealth, but I did not like the optics of it. It's also strange that I have no choice in what I spend my money on?! I'd much
rather propose a cheap date and be turned down then be forced into an expensive and time consuming date with a meaningly less
secondary character.
* There is no real choice is a spouse; one partner is the same as the other. More specifically, spouses could have qualities that
benefit or hurt the family.
* Spouses should have individual goals that may change. For example, you may want kids, and your spouse may not. If those
goals don't match then Yahoo is off limits....except if you have contraception....and then there is a much lower risk of pregnancy
- but you both have sex drives, so....choose. Happiness could be affected by how many of the goals are aligned. A house activity
would be talk things out provided relationship is good. If relationship is bad, the character would need to work on that before
resolving these other issues.
*Goals should be permitted to be adjusted every so often. Life changes and often we have to readjust our ambitions.
* A limit of four employees is laughable. A second tier of management/sales should be there to pick jobs efficiently.
* Your character should dictate the influence of certain activities. For example, my lazy character should really enjoy TV - but
as far as I could see, this was a static "variable".
* Sex drive should be monitored. The effect of sex should vary with age, marital status, happiness, etc.
* There is ZERO negative influence for having more wealth as best I can tell. I think this is problematic and especially so when
it concerns happiness of both the character and his/her family. Money doesn't buy happiness.....I admit it helps but it is certainly
not the end-all-be-all.
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* There is no influence of other people outside of family and even that is practically nil.

I could probably go on for a while longer. Suffice it to say that while I allowed the game to distract me for far too long, it's a
basic but still incomplete life simulator that I cannot recommend. I'll come back to it if I notice a major update but I think I've
worn this one out already.. If you want to improve the look of all the girls

#FlatIsJustice. I recommend this title if you are looking for a quirky light heart RPG with an old school battle system. I look
forward in future titles from this author.. Oh hi, me again, telling you why your 3.99 could be spent better buying a razor to
shave a rather hairy baby with, than giving to Kalypso.

See, the shaved baby is funny, and interesting. This DLC is not. This DLC is boring.

What's it add? Nothing. Nothing because all the files are actually already on the game, you downloaded them already. It simply
unlocks them.

What's it unlock?

More nothing. A scenario that is easy to do (make new DLC building, Make cows, wait...win!)

A hat

And a New Factory!! Oh boy!

But wait, it's a factory in the early game. You can't actually educate citizens to be High School level (which a factory needs) in
the first era anyway. So you can't really build more than one, or really set up a massive cheese island until later on when you
have access to considerably better industries.

So what's the point even.

What's funny is that the "Quick Dry" DLC for tropico 4 is very similar. It added a low tier factory that was esentially self
sufficient. However, unlike that DLC, this doesn't actually help your island early on as it sucks up High School educated
workers away from more important building. If you plan on having a Professional army in the next era, you'll be rudely
awakened to how valuable High School education is.

Great job Kalypso.

Alas, this is the last review I can do on Tropico 5 DLC. At this point, giving them more money, even at a sale price, I feel is
worse that giving them Honest reviews telling people not to buy them.. Got this game for 10 cents that's all about its worth..
DONT BE FOOLED ....I only gave it a thumbs up because i bought it on sale a long time ago and other reasons.

1. Unique artstyle and cool music
2. I didnt pay full price
3. I did enjoy myself sometimes

BUT

the game can and most definetly will often be very, very, very frustrating. Mainly not because it is difficult but because the
game doesnt implement optimal mechanics for attacking ( timing which direction to hit) or platforming. Also i feel like the
game tries to be over the top challenging in its platforming section making it feel like im playing flappy bird with extra steps.
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A fun little mystery dating game to spend a couple hours. Getting all the achievements is pretty easy, and the writing is decent
without huge typos or translation errors as well.. Absolutely worth a try, but absolutely not worth the money in the least.

If you were to play this game, it might be fun, but in no way would it be worth the money. Don't play it if you have to pay for it.
Barely even worth it if half price.

Buggy mess; half the game's features don't even work and the rest barely seem to have much of an effect. Rather lacklustre
economic simulation, with the political simulation being yet more pitiful.. You know what problem is with this DLC and Safe
Heaven? Paying a lot of time on finding \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 here and there.
You always need craps like keycard, kits, tools ... so you have to search every corner to find them, and they never tell you any
clue where those damn things are. Wandering up and down makes game so boring. I passed Safe heaven and then stuck here
because I couldn't find a keycard. I walked everywhere I could reach with an alien following. You know what? I just walked for
half an hour without hiding because the alien was curious when this fool could find the keycard. At last I fired the pistol letting
alien kill me since I couldn't shoot myself.. got it on sale, waste of money. wish the bad reviews had existed then and saved me
from this mistake. Edit: I honestly wish i could just remove this game from my steam library.. This video editor is one of my
favorites. It's very easy to navigate; as well as, easy to use too. I like that they release a new version yearly that has new stuff
added.

Highly recommended!. Perhaps you're reading this review because you played the first Drizzlepath and would like to evaluate
the sequel.
If you expect them to be remotely similar, then you will be disappointed; the only similarity the two share is horribly forced
voiceover and disjointed, pseudomystical narration. But I hope you're not trying to play this game for its narrative quality. If you
played its predecessor, you know not to expect. You're expecting a gorgeous walking simulator with refined graphics and
intuitive controls and logical design.
Again, you will be disappointed.
The graphics, even on maximum settings, appear so overcooked that you would be better off buying Morrowind (the original).
Really you would, because not only does it have equivocable graphics; it has actual gameplay, intuitive controls, voice ACTING,
an appreciable narrative, and Player Models (which were very impressively present in the first Drizzlepath, but in Genie, you are
an immaterial set of eyes).
It's a horrible game. I couldn't put myself through more than 40 minutes (and 20 of those minutes were me seeing if any of the
controls made the menu cursor move at more than 2 fps).

It's horrible. A massive letdown on Bodur's part. Buy the first game if you want a good walking simulator. (Or just spend the
extra change and buy Morrowind).. Super addicting RTS game. Poor downgrade from AWE1. Nice little game and it's free, so
why not give it a try ?
It's as addictive as Super Hexagon, although not as hard if you're careful enough. Remember the minigame when you were
fighting Undyne in Undertale, when you had to block spears ? Yup, that's the same mechanics, but this time, arrows are tied to
the beat of the music (EDM, Hinkik does some pretty good music actually!). You have to pass 60 seconds of every level to
unlock the last one. There are only two patterns so it's easy to play, but hard to master.
The design is pretty cool too, nice colors!
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